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ADVERTISING OPTIONS:

online and email
campaigns 2022

ICEF Monitor • Insights Magazine
ICEF Podcast • ICEF Webinar

The #1 source of market intelligence for international student recruitment

ICEF MONITOR
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Reach a global audience of industry leaders
We publish industry-leading research and
analysis to a subscriber base of 35 000
educators, agents, and other stakeholders
in international education. ICEF Monitor
welcomes an average of 60 000 visitors
every month.
Our audience is highly targeted and
influential, with nine in ten subscribers in
executive or senior management positions,
and with the capacity to reach millions of
international students and young travellers
every day.

Subscribers in 191 Countries

21%

North America

Europe (EU)

Europe (Non-EU)

3%

25%

Middle East

7%

5%

Africa

Central & South America

Weekly Newsletter Subscribers

Other
Coordinators, Advisors,
Consultants, Officers,
Assistants

Other

Associations, Government,
Work & Travel,
Service Providers, etc.

8%

11%
Executives,
Deans,
Principals,
Headmasters

26%

63%

Educators

41%

Asia

12%

Australasia

51%

Agents

43%

Higher
Education

Founders,
Directors,
C-level Management

Top 15 Subscriber Countries

Educator Profile

Agents

6%

21%

Job Titles

Other 3%

.1. India
2. Canada
3. Australia
4. Brazil

5. Russia
6. Nigeria
7. Nepal
8. China

9. Vietnam
10. UK
11. Pakistan
12. Colombia

13. Mexico
14. Turkey
15. Japan

Educators
.1. US
2. Canada
3. UK
4. Australia

5. New Zealand
6. Spain
7. Germany
8. France

9. Ireland
10. India
11. Malaysia
12. UAE

13. Italy
14. Switzerland
15. South Korea

Vocational
Secondary,
High School &
Boarding Schools

10%

14%

30%
Language
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Build your brand
People engage with brands they recognise
and trust, and an ICEF Monitor campaign is
an excellent way to build or reinforce brand
awareness with industry decision makers.
To date, more than 300 organisations and
institutions have used ICEF Monitor to help
them stand out in a competitive marketplace.

Kim Baldwin

Study Sunshine Coast
Australia
“Study Sunshine Coast purchased e-newsletter banner advertising and website display advertising with ICEF Monitor to build brand
awareness and promote the Sunshine Coast in Queensland, Australia, to a global audience in the international education industry.
Positive results were achieved with our digital campaign, with email open rates and click-through rates above the industry benchmark,
generating increased traffic to our website.’’
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Drive audience response
ICEF Monitor campaigns are highly effective
at generating leads for new customers
and partners. The most effective of these
campaigns offer a concise message and
a clear call-to-action which invites the
reader to respond to learn more, purchase,
download, or sign up.
Targeted landing pages are key to capturing
this audience response and the bestperforming campaigns on ICEF Monitor
always link online ads to dedicated
landing pages.

Brook Pannell

Study in Wellington
New Zealand
“Advertising on ICEF Monitor was a great way to reach
agents we might not be dealing with yet. The Monitor
is an excellent source of insight and leveraging that
credibility allowed us to get the word out about how
great Wellington is as a study destination.’’
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Promote your event attendance

			

Time your ICEF Monitor campaign to
leverage your attendance at ICEF events
and other industry conferences and events.
Reach potential partners in advance and
make the most of your event investment.

Dominic Otto

Expatrio Global Services GmbH
Germany
“For me as the founder of Expatrio it‘s important to be always up to date regarding the international education market and
its trends. ICEF Monitor offers it all in one place, saving my time and allowing me to be more efficient at work.’’
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Reach a global audience of industry leaders
We offer a wide range of online and email options. These can be booked individually or in combination
for maximum audience impact.

ICEF Monitor
• Display advertising campaigns

• Category and country sponsorships
• Sponsored articles

Weekly Highlights
•	Advertising position in the
weekly newsletter

Email Campaigns
• Custom email campaigns

• Advertising in special themed
campaigns
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Display advertising campaigns on ICEF Monitor
These prominent ad positions rotate across
all pages on ICEF Monitor.
Campaigns are booked for specific time
periods, with a limited number active at one
time, and with a minimum booking period of
one month.

Zone A

300 px X 600 px
Skyscraper
Ad
Zone A

Skyscraper
Ad
Zone B

Luiz Pion

Sidekick / Euro Asia Pay
Canada
“ICEF Monitor is a great tool for you to get to know
what is going on in the industry. There are a lot of
businesses; service providers, schools and agents
around the world that have news - but ICEF Monitor
is just a curation of all of that important news that
you have to read.’’

€ 975
1 Month

Zone B

300 px X 600 px

€ 675
1 Month
SAVE 25% WHEN BOOKED
WITH AN ICEF EVENT
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Category and Country sponsorships
These targeted campaigns link your

Zone A

advertising to a specific category or country*
on ICEF Monitor – “higher education” or
“language learning,” for example, or
“Vietnam” or “Australia.”
Your advertisement will appear exclusively
on all pages that are tagged with that
category or country keyword. Each page will
also feature an integrated sponsor mention
and link above each article headline.

300 px X 600 px
Exclusive
advertiser

€ 2 000
1 Month
This article is sponsored by Advertiser‘s name.

Exclusive
advertiser

* Please see the “Category” and “Regions” menu items on icefmonitor.com for a complete overview of available options.
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Advertise in the Weekly Newsletter
Our weekly newsletter is sent every week
to a global subscriber base of industry
executives and senior staff, and opens
with a large banner advertisement.
This highly targeted and engaged audience
will help reset your expectations for
campaign performance and click-throughs.

Opening Ad
600 px X 130 px

€ 1 500
SAVE 25% WHEN BOOKED
WITH AN ICEF EVENT

Claire Sanders

Cambridge Assessment English
United Kingdom
“Advertising on ICEF Monitor has been successful
for us, especially this year with the launch of
our new Results Verification Service. The clickthroughs and conversions have been very
positive. It’s a great platform for us to reach
a wide audience of agents and international
educators. Thank you ICEF Monitor! ”

Middle Ad

600 px X 90 px

€ 975
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Customised email campaigns
Achieve specific goals via a customised email
campaign sent to ICEF’s global network of more
than 60 000 industry contacts, including 34% agents,
56% educators, and 10% service providers. The
recipient list can be segmented by region, country,
sector, or otherwise, according to the sponsor’s
requirements.
Each features banner advertising (exclusively from
the campaign sponsor), a special introductory
message with sponsor acknowledgement, and a
curated selection of articles that will resonate with
the target audience and chosen in collaboration
with the campaign sponsor.

Customised email
campaign

€ 6 000
Elena Koutsoukos

Sponsored article

€ 3 500

Sponsored article
Custom email campaigns can also include a 500
word article written by the ICEF Monitor editor in
conjunction with you (advertorial). This article will be
hosted on a dedicated section of icefmonitor.com
for one year, providing extra visibility as well as a high
quality referral link - great for the SEO of your website.

Customised email campaign
+ sponsored article

Flywire
USA

“The custom mailers from ICEF
Monitor and advertising on ICEF’S
newsletters have been a great
success. We saw real results with
clicks and impressions. Also, working
with the ICEF team has been
great. They are very supportive,
consistently delivering to their
promises, and happy to assist us
with any campaign.”

€ 8 500
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Themed email campaigns
These occasional campaigns are sent to ICEF’s global
mailing list of more than 60 000 industry contacts
(56% educators, 34% agents, 10% service providers).
Each presents a selected series of articles focused on
a particular market or theme.
Each carries up to four banner advertisements, with
the placement and pricing for them shown in the
sample campaign to the right.

2022 Schedule
1. Mental Health / Student Wellness
2. Career Services / Pathways
3. United Kingdom

4. Digital Marketing

5. K-12 / Secondary

6. Australia / New Zealand
7. Canada

8. Money Transfer / Finance
9. Agent Focus

10. Student services

(accommodation, insurance, bank accounts, etc.)

Top banner

€ 1 245
Middle banner

€ 695
Middle banner

€ 695
Concluding
banner

€ 895
* Banner size: 600 px X 90 px
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ICEF INSIGHTS
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Insights Magazine
ICEF Insights magazine is the international
education industry’s premier source of unbiased
reporting and analysis on current and emerging
trends affecting the sector. Featuring original
analyses, investigations and comments from
global student recruitment industry leaders, ICEF
Insights contains everything you need to know to
stand out in the international education industry.
With print copies delivered to more than 5,000
education professionals every year, and an
engaging digital edition distributed free to
over 60,000 industry contacts, ICEF Insights
magazine is unquestionably the best marketing
opportunity for organisations and educational
institutions seeking to build their global brand in
this exciting industry.

1/2 Page

Full Page

Cover

€ 1 900

€ 3 500

Double Page
Spread

Sponsored
Content

Design
Support

€ 6 600

€ 5 000

request a quote

from

€ 4 400
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ICEF PODCAST
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ICEF Podcast
The ICEF Podcast series, made by and for global
student mobility professionals, features a monthly
discussion around important issues that affect the
international student recruitment industry.
In an easy to digest format of just 40 minutes,
industry experts:
• highlight recent industry news & developments
• have an in-depth discussion on the main topic
• discuss a specific study destination or student
sending country in “keys to the market”

Tony Chen
HSBC
Hong Kong

“The ICEF Podcast allowed us to properly introduce the
services that we have available for international students,
and have a discussion about them towards an audience
of industry professionals worldwide.”
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ICEF Podcast • Sponsorship

Join the conversation! A unique way to promote your organisation
Each Podcast episode offers 2 sponsor spots

Main topic sponsor

‘Keys to the market’ sponsor

The main topic sponsor is announced at the start of the main
topic and will have the opportunity to:

Available for an agency, school or service provider that is
specifically related to the country that is being discussed.

• join the main topic’s conversation as one of the guest speakers.

The keys to the market sponsor is prominently featured in the ‘key
to the market’ section, with the host mentioning the sponsor and
highlighting the relationship of the sponsor with the country that is
being discussed.

• present the organisation, a specific product, programme or other
service in a 2.5min ‘sponsor section’ right after the main topic.

Main topc

‘Keys to the market’

€ 2 500

€ 1 500

Within the podcast, both sponsors are also announced at the start and at the end of the episode.
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ICEF Podcast • Sponsor exposure
Audio

ICEF Monitor

Visual

• Sponsor guest speaker invited to join
episode

• Episode covered in dedicated article
on ICEF Monitor, the leading source
of market intelligence for international
student recruitment with 65,000+
monthly visitors

•	Episode including sponsor logo
published on main podcast platforms
Spotify • Apple • Simplecast • Google

• Dedicated section that features your
organisation, product, programme
• Sponsor announcement
(soundbite + voice over) at start
and end of podcast episode

• Episode announced in ICEF Monitor
weekly newsletter with a subscriber
base of over 38,000 educators, agents
and other industry stakeholders

Elizabeth Cox

Basecamp Student
Denmark
“As a rapidly growing student housing provider (PBSA) it is important for
Basecamp to create awareness in the international student segment. The ICEF Podcast gave
us the opportunity to tell our story and introduce our brand to decision makers across the
study destinations where we offer our accommodation or are planning new properties..”

•	Episode including sponsor logo
listed on ICEF Podcast webpage
icef.com/podcast/
•	Email announcement including
sponsor logo sent to ICEF’s global
network of 60,000+ industry decision
makers
•	Episode and sponsor logo featured
on ICEF team email signature
promotional banners for 1 week
•	Episode promoted across all ICEF
social media channels
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ICEF WEBINAR
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ICEF Sponsored Webinar
The ICEF sponsored live webinar is a great tool to promote
your brand, product or service to a broad, targeted
audience of professionals and decision makers in
international education during an informative, high quality
thought leadership session on a mutually agreed topic.

Exposure:
• Email announcement of webinar to ICEF’s global mailing list of more than
60 000 industry contacts.
• The recipient list can be segmented by region, country, sector, or otherwise, according
to the sponsor’s requirements.
• Registration form/questionnaire to comply with sponsor requirements.
• Registrants list to be made available to sponsor.
• Announced on ICEF social media channels
• Webinar recording published on ICEF‘s website and sent to all registrants.

Sponsored Webinar

€ 7 500
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Tell us your objectives and we will help you plan a
campaign using the most cost-effective options to
achieve your goals
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